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Chapter 1: How It All Began
In the year 3777 there was a war between the human race and the Romosean. The human military
invented a secret weapon which could win the war on its own, it‟s name... Lizard-Alien!
***
On the outskirts of a dark and deserted Galaxy in Sector 59 (a.k.a No Man‟s Land), there was a
humongous secret military ship, the Project Orion. On board were the military‟s secret weapons;
such as armed-to-the-teeth robots, mutated clones, weapons of mass destruction and Lizard-Alien.
“Colonel, Sir, there's an incoming transmission from Bay 12.”
“Patch it through to me then Ryder!” exclaimed the Colonel.
“Sir, the scientists have perfected the finishing touches on one of our prize weapons, Sir!”

“About F***ing time! We've been at it for 77 years, it‟s a good job we have been in the bleeding
siesta pods -Sigh- I'll be right down Private.”
The Colonel rushed out of the cockpit in his personal teleporting device.
Meanwhile in Bay 12...
“Right listen up you nerds, the Colonel is heading down here and if you don't get that...
that...THING out of that pod as well as getting them robots in the testing grounds, I'm gunna rip
each of you a new one!!! UNDERSTOOD?!” bellowed Private.
In the distance a pod rose up from the floor into the Testing Grounds.
“Hang on - we can't have that defective clone in there! Where is the REAL test subject, LizardAlien?!” demanded Private.
“Au contraire, Sir, this „defective clone‟ IS Lizard-Alien. He only looked like a Lizard before
because the DNA hadn't set in properly, but now that it has - this is his true form. With unbelievable
strength and speed; an additional bullet and laser proof skin layer; heat and night vision; fast
learning ability and lastly but most importantly he has a slow ageing process! And...”
“SHUT UP MAN, THE COLONEL IS HERE! Sir...”
Waltzing through the crowd the Colonel asks viciously “SO... WHERE IS IT?!”
In the distance Lizard-Alien's pod reaches the floor and the door slides open releasing smoke into
the Training Ground. A peachy white foot stepped out, touching the cold surface. Everyone stared as
another foot joined it, with the rest of the body slowly emerging out of the tube, the 8 foot creature
stood calm and still. He wore shorts with a plain white vest; he had brown hair, blue eyes and a very
determined expression upon his face.
“Ahhhh magnificent! He's just how you informed me. SEND OUT THE ROBOTS; let‟s see if this
one survives!”

Chapter 2: Training
The door to the Arena slid open and everything went pitch black. Five pairs of red eyes took over
the doorway. One by one they took it in turns, walking towards Lizard-Alien, the sound of their feet
striking against the metal floor sounded like a deep roar of thunder. They started to surround him,
giving him nowhere to retreat to; they raised their arms and their fists slotted into their arms, turrets
and missile launchers came from their shoulder blades... Lizard-Alien stared blankly into thin air.
“FIRE!!!” screamed the Colonel.
And at that exact moment bullets and missiles glided through the air and hit Lizard-Alien, after 10
solid minutes the robots finally ran out of ammunition and a black smoke ascended were LizardAlien once stood.
“Well, that‟s that, Private get the cleanup crew in there and fire up the cloning machine again.”
said the Colonel.
“WAIT SIR THERE IS STILL A LIFE READING BEING RECIEVED IN THE SPOT WHERE
THE CLONE WAS!” The black smoke gradually disappeared and standing there was... LizardAlien. He had a smug look on his face, taunting the robots, mocking their performance.
Then within a few seconds the robots had blades on their wrists, ready for hand-to-hand combat.
Lizard-Alien laughed and raised his fists and whispered “Come and get it, if you‟re not afraid to
become scrap metal.”
A robot charged towards him from behind and went to stab him in the head; Lizard-Alien did a
back flip and grasped hold of the robot's head tearing it clean off with ease like it was paper. He
landed - turned round quickly and threw the robot‟s head at another who had began to run at him denting it's chest, instantly forcing it to fall to the ground. Spiralling round to face another one who
attempted to attack him, he parried the blade, took it underneath his arm and ripped it off and
quickly turned it around to stab the robot in its chest, then dragged the blade upwards so the robots
head was cut perfectly in half - leaving oil squirting everywhere.
Lizard-Alien used the blade as a throwing knife to hit a robot in the head that tried to do an aerial

attack. Its body fell down toward the robot that was wounded in the chest; the falling robot's blades
stretched out toward the robot below and pierced the robot through the head and torso. The last
robot stood there staring at Lizard-Alien with confusion in its eyes, Lizard-Alien laughed to torment
the robot and exclaimed “Not so hard now are you?!”
The robot ran at him, Lizard-Alien had intended for this to happen and waited for the precise
moment to uppercut him. When he did, the robot hit the ceiling then smashed onto the floor like a
pancake. Lizard-Alien turned round to face the Colonel and said “Humph, piece of cake!”
“Marvellous! Now Private get your group of nerds and extract the DNA from the test subject.”
“But Sir that will kill him!” said Private
“And your point is?”
Lizard-Alien heard every word of this, due to his super hearing ability and shouted to the Colonel.
“HEY COLONEL!” the Colonel turned around quickly, Lizard-Alien stuck his middle finger up at
him, then smashed the arena doors down and ran through the corridors of Project Orion. Colonel
sounded the alarm to warn of the escape...

Chapter 3: Escaping Project Orion
“ATTENTION PERSONEL, A TEST SUBJECT IS ESCAPING, REPEAT - A TEST SUBJECT IS
ESCAPING! PERMISSION GRANTED - SHOOT ON SIGHT!” screeched the siren. Lizard-Alien
got to the end of the corridor and was stopped by the constant gunfire from the turrets mounted on
the walls surrounding him. The bullets bounced off of him as if they were rubber. He jumped
towards the first turret and ripped it off the wall and used its gunfire against the other ones.
Prepared to shoot, behind him he noticed a large military squad who were guarding the hanger.
With a smirk on his face, he ran towards them, hopped on a soldier and ran across the bridge of
heads that formed in front of him. He landed in the hanger and smashed the control panel for the
door, and within a second the door slammed shut.
He saw different types of space ships and used his super speed to destroy all of the flight controls
on each of the ships, except one. He hopped into it and fired up the engine, while he was doing this
the Colonel sprinted at him holding a Blaster 6000 (Which is basically a big ass shotgun) shooting
at the engine to prevent Lizard-Alien from escaping. Lizard-Alien pulled the hyper drive lever.
“Sir he's going to pull the hyper drive switch!!” said Private
“SO??!!! STOP HIM THEN, SHOOT THAT DAMN THING DOWN BEFORE IT TAKES OFF
OR ELSE YOU‟RE FIRED!!!!!!!” Private instantly started jamming away at the buttons in front of
him. But it was too late and he knew it, Lizard-Alien blasted out of the hangar, leaving an EMP
behind which messed up all of the military‟s computers up and sending the Colonel hurling
backwards in to a wall.
“Are you ok sir” said Private nervously.
“NO I am not OK, he got away you twit! Have you got his co-ordinates? Where is he heading?!”
shouted the Colonel.
“Yes Sir, he's heading toward a small planet called Old Earth, a lso known as the slave planet Sir.”

Chapter 4: Wherever You Go, You’re Just Making Friends!
When Lizard-Alien was safely out of reach of the enemies, he decided to leave the wheel of the
ship and started looking round for better clothes. After 10 minutes of searching round, he settled on
some blue jeans, a white shirt with a purple jacket over the top, trainers and finally some pilot
shades he'd found in a box under the cockpit.
Meanwhile on Old Earth...
A group of angry slave traders were protesting. “I hate this planet there's barely any light!”
“It smells here...”

“The atmosphere is too stuffy!”
“Don't forget it's dangerous at night with all those messed up mutants running loose, eating our
men and our slaves!”
“How the hell are we going to sell these slaves, when we are spending more time worrying about
them being eaten first!?”
“Speaking of mutants, we better get inside, it's getting dark.”
“Wait... she's escaped again, the little minx has disappeared - again!”
“Screw it, it's her own fault, we can leave her to the mutants! At least they'll have a feast on her
skinny bones.”
“Yeah and her greasy blonde hair and tatty clothes!”
“Exactly, it's not like she has a family to care about her! She's an orphan for crying out loud, I
don't know about you lot but I don't care if she gets blown up or eaten!”
About an hour away from the protest was that little nine year old girl they were talking about, she
indeed had blonde hair but it wasn't greasy, she had rich blue eyes and an enthusiastic, funny
personality. She was running as fast as she could away from the horrible slave traders when her plan
was interrupted by two mutants, who began to pull and tug at her hair to see how they could eat her.
She got a knife out of her pocket and stabbed one of the mutants in the head, it screamed in pain,
and then she quickly slit the other mutant‟s throat. The two mutants let go of her she started to run
again but it was hard because it had started to go pitch black.
She could hear more mutants shouting and screaming she turned her head while she was running
to see what‟s going on. She could she about twenty mutants running at her but as she turned her
head she fell down a hill. Rolling down the hill she could hear them getting closer and closer; she
stopped rolling but the world was spinning around her, she tried to get up but she kept on falling
over. Her vision started to become normal she looked at the top of the hill and she could see the
mutants, but not for long, it became darker within that minute all she could see was shapes.
Lizard-Alien was walking in the dark peacefully till he heard a scream, he ran towards where the
scream came from. He couldn't see anything, he used his night vision and then he stopped, he could
see mutants taunting a little girl. She was trying to stab them with her knife but they kept on moving
out of the way, it was like the mutants were playing with their food. One of mutants knocked her
over then another one was about to grab her but Lizard-Alien grabbed the mutants legs so he hung
upside down. Lizard-Alien ripped him in half with ease, the mutant was screamed in agony as he
died. Another one tried to jump on Lizard-Alien from behind but Lizard-Alien grabbed the mutant
by the neck, the mutant was struggling to get out of his grip.
Lizard-Alien turned his to face to the mutant and shook his head in disgust, he choke-slammed the
mutant to the ground, the mutant‟s neck went with a crack. The rest of the mutants stood still,
shocked by what they just seen. Just then it started to get brighter, the mutants started to scream in
pain when the light hit their eyes. They all started to runaway. “Thanks for the help.”
”No problem kid.” shrugged Lizard-Alien.
“OH, sorry, my name is Lea what's yours?”
Lizard-Alien turned around to face her and said “My name is Lizard-Alien.”
“Bulls**t! What is it really?” she almost laughed.
Lizard-Alien rolled his eyes and said “It‟s Alex really, I was only pulling your leg, don't need to
swear. Well I better go then, places to see.” he started to walk away.
Then Lea started to walk with him and said “Nice to meet you Alex, how old are you?”
“A day old.” said Lizard-Alien smiling.
“How old are you really?” said Lea, starting to get fed-up.
“Ok I‟ll stop lying to you now, I‟m seventeen. Happy now?” said Lizard-Alien.
“How old are you then Lea?”
“I'm nine - anyway where are you going? You‟re about to head in to a slave trader‟s camp and I
don't want to go back there.” said Lea sounding a bit scared.
Then Lizard-Alien stopped and turned to face her. “So you‟re a slave then, did they treat you
well?” said Lizard-Alien looking a bit cross.

“Yes I was a slave and no they didn't treat us well at all! They used to whip us if we didn't do what
they said and sometimes they did it for fun especially on me!” cried Lea with two tears rolling down
her face, she wiped them off with her hand quickly, hoping he didn‟t see. Lizard-Alien said angrily
“Who did it to you?”
“The Captain, he has a red bandana around his neck and skulls on his belt. He never wears a tshirt; he also has a robot arm which he can shoot out of. Anyway it doesn't matter, you can't get to
him, he has an army and on top of that he has a big pet mutant which can go out even when it‟s light!
It‟s very strong and it‟s just you against all of them, you got no weapons, no armour, nothing!” said
Lea.
“We will see about that, now let‟s go and kill ourselves a Captain!” said Lizard-Alien happily
confident.
So they kept on walking to the camp. One hour later they arrived on the outskirts of the camp.
“Lea I need you to stay here ok? I‟m going to kill some slave traders.” Lizard-Alien started to walk
towards the camp.
“Hey who in hell is that!?” came shouts from the camp.
“I don't f**king know do I you dimwit!”
Lizard-Alien was walking down to the camp, ignoring the camp guard s, but then he heard “Shoot
him, he‟s Most Wanted!”
Lizard-Alien ran to the person who gave the order to shoot and grabbed the slave trader ‟s gun and
shot him in the head, suddenly they all started to shoot at him. One bullet hit his new sun glasses
and Lizard-Alien shouted “Well that's crap! I liked them as well!”
The slave traders stopped shooting and started to use hand to hand combat, one threw a punch but
Lizard-Alien grabbed his arm, pushed his hand through the man's arm and broke the bone. The bone
went through the man's skin, he was screaming out with pain, and then Lizard-Alien ripped his bone
out of his arm and stabbed him in the neck. Tons of blood spread everywhere.
From behind Lizard-Alien a man tried to hit him with his machete, when it hit Lizard-Alien the
machete broke into pieces. Lizard-Alien turned to face the man and said “Well that didn't work did
it?” the man turned to runaway but Lizard-Alien grabbed him before he could move.
Lizard-Alien threw the trader out to space, at the same time the Captain got an RPG out and tried
to shoot Lizard-Alien but he jumped out of the way and landed right in front of him. The Captain
punched Lizard-Alien with his left hand but when it hit Lizard-Alien‟s face the robot hand become
dented. Lizard-Alien went to grab him but the Captain‟s pet mutant punched Lizard-Alien and he
went flying for about 20 meters.
He landed on his back and shouted “Damn he can hit hard! So that means it‟s going to be fun to
kill it.”
He got up on his two feet and shouted “Come and get me you freak of nature!” The mutant started
to run at him, Lizard-Alien smiled and ran towards him. The mutant jumped and Lizard-Alien did
too but doing a flying kick. It hit the mutant right in the head, his neck cracked. Lizard-Alien landed
fine but the mutant landed on his back, Lizard-Alien turned to look at the mutant its head was
facing the ground. Just when Lizard-Alien started to walk away from the mutant he heard a laugh
from behind him.

Chapter 5: God Damn Mutant
Lea saw Lizard-Alien kick the mutants head then she saw corner of her eye the Captain trying to
run, she quickly ran to a dead body with a bone in its neck. “God, sorry, got to borrow your gun for
a second.”
She got the dead man's pistol and tried to shoot the Captain, she missed with five shots then she
shot again, it hit the Captain's leg.
“Yes! I did it!!” said Lea.
She ran to the man who was trying to crawl away, she shot him in his other leg, he was screaming

in pain she said “Now it‟s my turn to hurt you, you asshole.” Then she shot him in the back of his
head then she turned around and saw Lizard-Alien walking towards her.
Lizard-Alien started to walk to the mutant‟s body, it got up with its head dangling on its chest. The
mutant grabbed its head and put it back in place, it went with a crack, it smiled at Lizard-Alien.
Then there was a loud sound in the distance, Lizard-Alien looked at the mutant. The mutant‟s
chest had three holes with purple blood pouring out, Lizard-Alien looked behind him and saw Lea
holding the gun, the barrel had fresh smoke coming out of it. The holes in the mutant‟s chest started
to heal over then it turned to face Lea and ran at her, Lea quickly reloaded the gun then kept
shooting the mutant in the chest. As he got closer she gave up and started to run away.
Lea looked back and saw that the mutant got bigger and bigger, it was 8 foot, then 16 foot and had
bigger muscles. Just before the mutant could grab Lea, Lizard-Alien jumped on its shoulders and
grabbed its head, he started to punch it. The mutant tried to grab him but he kept on kicking the
hands away. The mutants head was bleeding and half of its skull caved in. It started to heal but then
Lizard-Alien hit its spine. It stopped healing, then Lizard-Alien had a idea.
Lea ran to a blaster 6000 which was on the floor, aimed at the mutant and fired it but when she
fired, she flew off her feet. The bullets hit the mutant, there were lots of blood coming out of the
four big holes in his chest. Lizard-Alien grabbed the mutant‟s spine and ripped it out of him, the
mutant fell on the ground. Lizard-Alien climbed off the body and walked to the blaster 6000 on the
floor and aimed at the head then shot him. The mutant‟s head exploded, blood went everywhere,
then the blood dried up in the sand
“That was a good fight!” laughed Lizard-Alien then he turned to face Lea and dropped the gun.
Lea sat up to face him and smiled, Lizard-Alien walked to her and put his hand out to help her up.
“I can‟t believe that I killed a person.” said Lea who was suddenly very shocked at the thought of
what she had done. “So where are we going now then?”
“So you still want to stay with me even though I killed those men without hesitation?” said
Lizard-Alien sounding confused.
“Yep.” said Lea.
“All right then. I'm going to find the Romosean's army, to help them stop the humans winning the
war and to destroy all of the clones of me. So are you with me?” said Lizard-Alien.
“Hell yes!” shouted Lea. “Err, do you know where they are Alex?” she said.
“Nope, but there must be a bounty hunter after me, so we will need to go to Prison Planet.”

Chapter 6: Prison Planet
.
“Sir, we got intel that Lizard-Alien is going to Prison Planet.”
“Good, make his bounty very high so everyone on that god forsaking planet will go after him and
bring him to us.” said the Colonel.
Prison Planet was a prison but everyone managed to live their life as if they weren‟t in prison.
There were no police, fences or cells; just normal buildings and schools, it was just a big ass city
really.
All the billboards and TVs showed Lizard-Alien‟s face on them, with a bounty for ten billion
pounds - plus a planet of your choice. Everyone on that planet looked high and low for him,
desperate to claim the bounty and improve their lives.
“Gosh, that's a good reward.” said Lea.
“Good job you‟re on my side.” said Lizard-Alien.
“Yep, because you will have no chance against me!” laughed Lea.
“Hmm, we‟ll see about that.” laughed Lizard-Alien, “I‟ll go and get you some clothes because
it‟s bad enough that they hate humans like you but if they find out you‟re a slave it will be even
worse.”
Lizard-Alien disappeared, then reappeared with some clothes in his hand and Nike trainers. Lea
smiled and said “How did you get them clothes we don‟t have any money?”

“Yeah I know that, so that‟s why I stole them.” laughed Lizard-Alien, handing her the clothes.
“Here.”
“Thanks but one problem, I got no were to get changed.” said Lea.
Lizard-Alien saw a window open in a nearby building, about ten floors up, then he smiled,
grabbed Lea by the arm and jumped up high and put one foot out. Next thing Lea knew, his foot
was on a windowsill and they both went through the window without any problem. Lea started
walking in the flat and said “It‟s pretty nice in here! It‟s got a big TV and a n Xbox 3600 with all the
newest games.”
The flat has a long black leather settee, next to it on the floor was a rug with a picture of a tiger.
Whoever lived here was very rich because anything with a tiger on cost over ten thousand pounds.
There was also a big radio next to the front door and another picture of a tiger. Before Lea could get
a good look at it, Lizard-Alien ripped it off and burned it with a nearby lighter.
He turned to face Lea and smiled, he then carried on walking into different rooms to check if
anyone was there. Once he was sure the place was empty he walked back to Lea and said “There‟s a
bathroom just around this corner so you can get changed.”
Lea turned to face Lizard-Alien and smiled, she walked in the bathroom and locked the door.
“Have a bath as well, you smell a bit and if you need me I‟ll be right here ok?” Lizard-Alien
shouted through the door. He put his hood down, took off his bandana and yawned.
After 5 minutes, Lizard-Alien got bored and started to wander around. He went into the front
room and something caught his eye, he walked to a desk and saw a Foo Fighters CD. He said “Yes,
this person's got good taste.” He put the radio on then the Foo Fighters started playing his favourite,
which was called 'The Pretender'. Then he heard the bathroom door open, Lea came in the front
room and said “What‟s that music? I never heard of it before, it sounds good.”
Lizard-Alien turned to see Lea, she was wearing her new red and black Nike trainers, black denim
jeans, a white top with a blue jacket unfastened. Around her neck was a necklace which LizardAlien hadn‟t seen before.
“You look nicer now and you smell much better as well. Where did you get that necklace from?”
smiled Lizard-Alien.
“Thank you and I got this from my Mom before some robots took her, she said it would bring me
to a protector to save me from evil, or something like that. I don‟t remember much, it‟s a shame
really.”
Then she sat on the settee trying to hide her tears from Lizard-Alien.
“Well I guess it works then „cause I must be your protector then.” smiled Lizard-Alien trying to
make her cheer her.
“Yeah I think so.” smiled Lea. “Alex can I tell you something?” said Lea. Lizard-Alien nodded his
head. “I don‟t really like fighting people like you do but if I have to do it I will.” She said quietly,
she felt shy to tell him the truth.
“You don‟t need to fight, I do it all for you „cause I‟m your protector and I‟ll do my job.”
Then there was a loud knocking on the front door and a voice saying “This is the police - we
know you‟re in there Lizard-Alien!”
“Alex what‟s wrong?”
“There‟s no police on this planet.” said Lizard-Alien, he looked through the peep hole and saw
five cyborgs. They each had different weaponry on them; one had a knife for a hand, the other s had
robot hands and machine guns, some of them had one human eye and one robot eye. One of them
had two robot eyes and that one looked like the leader. Lizard-Alien knew for a fact that cyborgs
were completely dumb.
He could hear them speaking in the hallway. “Why can‟t we just burst right in there?”
“We can‟t. If we do that he will kill us dead you jackass, anyway we know he‟s in here we just
seen him jump up here with a little girl.”
“What are we going to do with the girl?”
“Well I always wanted new pair of eyes.”
“That‟s a good idea we can use all her body parts for us, so we look more human than a machine.”

“Well you can‟t use all of them you retard because you‟re a boy and I‟m a girl so I think I should
get them.”
Lizard-Alien walked away from the door and said “Lea can you hide in the bathroom for a minute
please?”
“Ok, just don‟t kill them ok? You need to stop killing people, you know that or no one will like
you, like I do.”
“Well, least you like me then.”
Lea did as she was told and locked the bathroom door. Lizard-Alien looked through the door and
saw them still arguing. He kicked the door which went flying into them with a bang, then they all
fell on the floor. Lizard-Alien ran past them so they would chase him and forget about Lea. When
he got halfway down the corridor he looked behind him and saw them getting up and swearing at
each other, then they started to run after him. Lizard-Alien turned his head back rounded to see
where he was going there was a window at the end of the hallway so he jumped through it and
landed perfectly on the rooftops on another building and so did the cyborgs, although they didn‟t
land as well as Lizard-Alien, he kept on running across the roof tops.
5 minutes later there were no more roof tops to run on so Lizard-Alien stopped and turned to face
the cyborgs who were almost upon him. They stopped and looked very tired. Lizard-Alien said
“Well come on then, come and get me you retards.” he was smiling at them.
One of the cyborgs chest opened up, there was a long cannon coming out and it shot two
cannonballs at Lizard-Alien, he dodged one then caught the other one. When Lizard-Alien caught
the ball, smoke started to come from his hands and the cannonball.
He was about to throw it back but he remembered what Lea had said, so he just dropped it on the
floor and the cyborgs started to run at him. The one with the knife for an arm was the fastest he
went to stab Lizard-Alien in his chest but Lizard-Alien turned his body to dodge it, he put his hands
on the knife and ripped it off.
This made the cyborg spin around till he was facing his friends and Lizard-Alien darted the knife
through the cyborg‟s human kneecap, he screamed in pain as he held his knee, with blood squeezing
through his fingers he fell on the floor crying his eyes out.
Lizard-Alien was about to move till the female cyborg threw a punch towards Lizard-Alien‟s face
but he grabbed her human hand and squeezed it, hard, there was a crack then a split sound later she
was flopping all over the place like a fish that had just came out of the water. She screamed in pain
and he let her fall onto the ground, then the twins got closer to Lizard-Alien but when they did their
hands grew spikes all over like knuckle dusters, Lizard-Alien ran to the twins.
When Lizard-Alien got close they went to hit him, one went for his gut and the other went for his
face but Lizard-Alien went super fast and they missed him so they hit each other instead. They both
fell to the floor, the one who was hit in the face had been knocked out cold and the other one had
five broken ribs.
The leader just stood there, when Lizard-Alien got close to him; he changed his arms into turrets
and started to shoot at Lizard-Alien. Lizard-Alien moved out of the way and ran a circle around the
leader, while he was doing this the bullets were hitting the floor making big holes. When the leader
ran out of bullets Lizard-Alien stopped and stamped in the circle, the roof fell down and took the
leader with it. Lizard-Alien looked down the hole and saw the leader‟s body all mangled, his robot
legs were bent different ways. When the leader turned around he had the nails in his robot eyes,
there was oil and blood coming out of them but he was still alive, screaming in pain and cursing at
Lizard-Alien. Lizard-Alien smiled and looked at all of the cyborgs and thought to himself “Wow,
not killing people makes me feel a bit better about myself and its funny to watch them crawl in pain
trying to kill me still.”
Lea unlocked the door and opened it, when she did she saw Lizard-Alien standing there smiling at
her.
“Did you kill them?” asked Lea.
“Nope they all still alive, they just got broken ribs, legs and one of them knocked out their own
twin! So no I didn‟t.” said Lizard-Alien “We better go before more show up.”

When they got outside Lizard-Alien put his hood up and put his bandana back on before they
walked past the futurities. They walked past all different types of aliens, some had four arms, some
looked like bugs, some were made out of ice, but no humans.
“Why are there no humans around here?” said Lea nervously.
“Because all the species on this planet like to eat humans because the humans put them here.”
said Lizard-Alien.
A couple of brick-like aliens were looking at them, watching them like predators watch prey.
Lea saw them out of the corner of her eye, “Who are they?” she asked.
“Astroneans, they are very quick tempered; they can control rocks, lava and most of all they hate
humans big time.”
“Well I'm scared now, knowing that everyone on this planet eats humans and I‟m the only human
here!” said Lea.
“Don't worry, if they get close to you I‟ll kick their ass.” said Lizard-Alien.
A gust of wind blew past Lea and Lizard-Alien. Lizard-Alien could smell different types of scents
but the one he could smell strongly right then was a Sky Lander; which was weird because Sky
Landers didn‟t come to Prison Planet, everyone knew that if a Sky Lander came on this half of the
universe they would be killed on sight!
Suddenly everyone stopped and stared at Lea, she started to shake violently in sheer terror. One
of the aliens shouted out “SKY LANDER!!” Lizard-Alien stood in front of her and said “I don't
think so, because if you come close to her I‟ll definitely kill you all.”
When he said that he ripped of his cloak, bandana and smiled.
Most of the aliens shook their heads and started to walk away, the only ones who stayed where
the three top gangs on the planet, they were the Ice Gang, Astroneans Mafia and the Warrior Bugs.
Lizard-Alien turned to face Lea and said “I guess you‟re a Sky Lander then, how come you didn‟t
tell me?”
Lea replied “I didn‟t know I was a Sky Lander! I‟ve been a slave my whole entire life!” LizardAlien said “Here, have this pistol and run ok, if anyone comes near you and it‟s not me shoot the m
right in the head.”
“Ok.” said Lea. She turned and started to run away as fast as she could, Lizard-Alien turned to
face the gangs and shouted out “Who's ready for an ass whooping??”
The Warrior Bugs ran at him first. The bigger bug which looked like a wasp was faster than the
others, when it got a bit closer to Lizard-Alien it flew off the ground and tried to use its stinger to
stab Lizard-Alien in the head. But when it got close to Lizard-Alien a loud noise came from behind
him then the wasp fell to the ground with a hole in its eye, lots of green blood oozed out.
All the Warrior Bugs stopped in shock and shouted “Bounty hunter!” Behind Lizard-Alien was a
tall man probably in his twenties with a blue high-tec sniper rifle down by his side, smoke swirled
out of the barrel.
He was wearing a black cowboy hat with a skull on it; underneath that you could see white skin
and brown eyes and his face had short stubble all over. He was also wearing a black leather jacket
with a belt covered in ammo; grenades went over his shoulder and across his chest.
He also wore black trousers with two pistol holders and in them Romosean pistols were there. He
walked to Lizard-Alien and stood next to him, he put his rifle on his back and shouted to the gangs.
“Well come on then, you think you‟re hard taking on one teenager and a little girl? Now let‟s see if
you‟re hard enough to take on all three of us!”

Chapter 7: Jason Mercer
Lea stopped to catch her breath and heard a loud noise, she looked around for somewhere to hide,
she saw a big bin, running to it she quickly opened it up and jumped in to hide. “F**king hell it
stinks in here!”
Meanwhile the gangs charged towards Lizard-Alien and the bounty hunter, the bounty hunter got

a grenade and threw it at the Warrior Bug leader, the gangs stopped dead in their tracks. They tried
to turn away but the grenade went off, it froze all the Warrior Bugs where they stood.
The mafia threw lava at the bounty hunter but as it was about to hit him, Lizard-Alien stepped in
the way, the lava burned off his t-shirt, the lava dripped off his chest and shouted “Great, you owe
me a new t-shirt you bastard!”
The mafia were laughing their heads off, they turned towards Lizard-Alien but when they did
Lizard-Alien was right next to them. Lizard-Alien laughed menacingly, punched one of the aliens in
the face, it went flying, smashing through all of the shops. The mafia turned to see their friend
flying in the distance, looked at Lizard-Alien again and started to run away.
“Oh no, you‟re not getting away that easy you bastards!” shouted Lizard-Alien then he jumped
high in the air. Meanwhile, the bounty hunter was taking cover behind a wall from the Ice Gang,
they were shooting ice spikes from their hands. The ice spikes smashed to pieces when they hit the
wall were the bounty hunter was taking cover. He stepped out with two of his pistols and started to
shoot, the bullets went flying through the air and started to hit an ice man, the bullets made him
crack into little pieces. The bounty hunter took a step back behind cover and had his back against
the wall. He looked at his pistols and there was a switch to change his bullets into fire or electric
bullets, the bullets would either set the object on fire or give it the shock of their life. He quickly
turned to face the ice men and shot a bullet, at the same time an ice man shot out an ice spike. The
bullet skimmed the ice spike on the left side then the bullet hit the ice man in the head, he caught on
fire and started to melt, the ice spike cut the bounty hunters cheek as he turned back to cover. “Ah,
s**t!” shouted the bounty hunter.
Huddled in the bin, Lea started to get curious, she opened the lid a bit to peek through to see if
anyone was there. She hopped out and she started to run back to Lizard-Alien, but she stopped
when saw a man taking cover from an ice man. The man behind the wall with a cut face looked at
her and shouted “Turn around, there's someone behind you!”
She turned and saw a four armed alien, before she could get her gun out the alie n grabbed her with
two hands and put her on his shoulder and started to run away, the man tried to go after her but he
couldn't move, Lea started to scream.
Meanwhile in the town centre, Lizard-Alien landed on one of the Astronean and grabbed its arms,
he put his foot on the Astronean‟s head and ripped its arms right off like there was nothing to it.
Then he saw another one throwing lava towards him, before it hit Lizard-Alien he jumped out of
the way, the alien turned and started to run. Lizard-Alien turned his head and saw a space ship he
walked to it grabbed the front end of the ship and jumped dead high in the air with the ship in his
hand, he saw the Astronean had stopped to catch its breath in the distance. Suddenly Lizard-Alien
landed three meters behind him and swung the space ship over his head, smashing it right on top of
the Astronean. Lizard-Alien heard a scream he recognised, so he turned and ran very fast, so fast
that everyone around him looked like they were stood very, very still.
Lea was kicking and punching the four armed alien, she tried to reach for her shiv in her back
pocket but the aliens arm was in the way, the alien picked her up off his shoulder and threw her in a
cage, the alien said “You are not going to escape this time slave.”
Lizard-Alien speared him from behind, they both fell on the floor the four armed alien grabbed
Lizard-Alien from his back and thrown him into a wall then the alien grabbed him by the neck and
put him against a wall and started to punch Lizard-Alien on his chest. With every impact there were
big bangs, the wall behind him started to crack. The alien punched Lizard-Alien dead hard on the
chest, knocking him through the wall, lying on broken bricks he started to cough.
“Huh I heard that you‟re supposed to be very hard and dangerous Lizard-Alien? But you‟re just a
big fat weakling haha!” laughed the four armed alien.
The alien put his hand in his pocket and got out a round object with a pin in and said “I read your
bio from the military; it says that you become very weak against EMPs, I just happen to have an
EMP grenade. I also asked the military scientists to but little robots in my body so when I get close
to you they will send out an EMP wave so you can‟t kill me.” Lizard-Alien slowly started to get up,
his lip was bleeding and he had bruises all over his chest. He got his hand and wiped the blood off

of him and slowly started to walk to the alien.
The alien uppercut him; he went flying onto the floor, when he hit the ground Lea cried “Leave
him alone!!”
“Shut up you or I‟ll come over there and kill you!” When the four armed alien said that LizardAlien shouted out “No you won‟t „cause I'm going to kill you first!!”
The alien turned around and saw Lizard-Alien leaning on a wall, he pushed himself off the wall to
start walking towards him. As Lizard-Alien got close he fell over on his hands and knees; the alien
grabbed him by the neck and lifted him off the ground, Lizard-Alien tried to hit him but he was too
weak to do anything and said “You‟re not strong you four armed freak, and by god when you take
her away I will find you and I will kill you!”
The four armed alien frowned at him then smiled, said “Bring it on!” and threw Lizard-Alien to
the ground, the ground cracked as his body pounded onto it.
The four armed alien turned around to face Lea, hearing a shout coming from behind him, he
turned around and saw the bounty hunter who had been helping Lizard-Alien. He looked banged up,
his clothes were ripped and he had blood dripping down his cheek. The bounty hunter said “Let the
girl go or I‟ll shoot you.” pointing his gun at him while his hands were shaking.
The four armed alien laughed at him and threw a smoke bomb on the ground, tons of thick white
smoke came out. The bounty hunter ran through the smoke b ut the alien had gone with Lea, he
heard Lizard-Alien getting up as the smoke faded away.
“Great! He got away with Lea.” Lizard-Alien said annoyed.
“Don‟t worry, I put a tracking device on him, it looks like he‟s off this planet already and heading
to Zamborow. That must be were one of the human‟s military base is.” said the bounty hunter. “So
what‟s your name? Didn't get it when we were kicking ass.”
“Its Alex, what's yours bounty hunter?”
“It's Jason, nice to meet you Alex.” he extended his hand and Lizard-Alien shook it.
“So how are we going to get there then Jason because I'm still weak and I need time to heal.”
Lizard-Alien asked curiously.
“Leave it to me.” Replied Jason confidently.

Chapter 8: Sky Landers
The skylands are the most beautiful floating island in the universe and underneath them were their
new neighbours; the human race.
Sky Landers look like humans but they are not humans; some of them have special powers, they
are called the „gifted ones‟. They are the ones who protected all life on the islands but when the war
started they all disappeared; so now the Sky Landers didn‟t have any hope.
That was until they decided to make their own army without the „gifted ones‟; they were
unstoppable, everyone feared them, no one would take the p iss out of them anymore.
All the Sky Landers who didn‟t fight in the army were just farmers and they loved doing it. It was
nice and peaceful; with nice weather and healthy plants and vegetables to eat.
“Hey, Jack your brother is at it again.” said the wo man. The boy called Jack had red hair and
green eyes with pale skin. He was wearing brown boots, green shorts and a white vest. The woman
was darker skinned then Jack and younger, she was also wearing brown boots but she wasn‟t
wearing shorts she was wearing a skirt and a jacket. Jack got up from his stool and said “Where is
he?”
“At the canyon” said the woman.
At the canyon...
“Go on Alex! Kick those city kid‟s asses!” said one of the villagers.
“Don‟t listen to him, knee him in the balls!”
“Go on Alex, you got them at the edge of the canyon, kick them down there with the Roarterax!!”
There were five city kids against Alex and they had weapons. Alex threw a punch to a city boy

with black sunglasses, the boy didn‟t more fast enough to dodge Alex‟s punc h, he fell to the ground
holding his broken nose.
A city girl went to kick Alex in the face but he moved out of the way; the girls foot touched the
ground and as she leaned forward, Alex hit the girl in the wind pipe. The girl grabbed at her neck
then fell on to the floor.
There were a set of twins; one twin had big muscles and was bald, the other twin was skinny and
had lots of hair. The skinny twin put his hand in his pocket and got out a knife while smiling at Alex,
the other brother put some knuckle dusters on. The biggest brother went first, he threw a punch,
Alex dodged the first five punches but then one got him in the chest. The other brother came with
the knife; Alex quickly grabbed the twins arm and twisted it. The skinny twin let go of the knife and
the knife landed on the floor, Alex quickly punched the twin in his face then quickly grabbed the
knife.
The other brother threw a punch and Alex dodged it while doing so, he used the knife to stab the
biggest twin‟s shoulder. He cried in pain; holding the knife trying to gather his courage to pull it out.
Then the skinny brother screamed a battle cry and ran to Alex.
Alex quickly grabbed the knife and pulled it out off the twin‟s shoulder and threw the knife into
the skinny twin‟s leg; he fell to the ground crying his eyes out.
Now there was only one city boy left. Alex ran to the boy; when he got closer the boy fly-kicked
Alex in the face; Alex fell back, lying on the ground. The city boy pulled a gun out from underneath
his jacket and aimed at Alex‟s head and he said “Bye, bye Alex.”
He pressed the trigger, the bullet went flying towards Alex‟s head but it missed and hovered in the
air, Alex said “Hello Jack, it‟s about time you showed up.”
Behind the city boy, Jack was stood holding out his hand and smiling. The city boy cowered away
then started to run.
“You're not getting away that easily.” said Jack all cocky like. All of a sudden the bullet turned
around to face the running city boy and as Jack lowered his hand; the bullet went flying through the
air, hitting the city boy‟s leg.
“Cheers bro.” said Alex still lying down. Jack walked to him and kicked him, “What are you
thinking?? You could have been killed! You‟re only fifteen you shouldn‟t be stabbing people in the
shoulder and you need to stop picking fights that you won‟t win.”
“I didn‟t pick a fight, they dissed our family.” said Alex.
“So you decided to take them all on? What would Alice think when she saw her tw...”
Suddenly time froze; a black hole appeared behind Jack and started sucking everything up. Alex
could see it but he couldn‟t move or shout to anyone, he was frozen, everyone was. Then he could
feel himself lifting off the ground and he started to fly into the black hole.

Chapter 9: The Attack On Zamborow
In Zamborow there were lots of trees everywhere with bugs flying around, birds singing and
animals roaring. In the middle of all it all there was a big military base. There was a loud noise
coming towards the base, disturbing the peace, it was the four armed alien‟s ship.
“There it is, the human‟s military base, your new home. Don't worry slave, they are just going to
mutate you and then take you apart for more clones like you.” said the four armed alien.
Next to him was Lea strapped on the passenger‟s seat, she turned to face him and said “Is that
what you done to Alex? Huh! You got him from the slave traders, mutated him then killed him to
make an army?? You are a complete asshole!”
The alien didn't say anything, just kept on flying the ship.
The ship stopped above the military‟s ship bay then it hovered down to the ground, the roof of the
alien ship whipped open. The alien undid his seat belt, did the same for Lea and put handcuffs on
her. They both got out of the ship and started to walk towards the bay door then one o f the scientists
stopped them and looked at Lea. Then he looked at the four armed alien and said “Is this the new

test subject?”
“Yep, but if I was you I wouldn't do it yet because her FRIEND who is called Lizard-Alien will be
here for her, when he gets close - then do it.”
The scientist signalled two solders to come over, as they stood next to Lea he said “Get her in and
get some cloning clothes for her, she has to look good for the war doesn't she.”
Lea looked at him and stuck two fingers up at him. The solders nodded and walked away with her,
she turned and shouted “Alex will come for me and when he does he‟s going to kill you all!”
Meanwhile back on the prison planet Lizard-Alien was talking to Jason about the plan. “So we
going to Zamborow with your friends; who I don‟t know and I don‟t trust you what so ever.”
“Yes that's the plan, why don't you like it Alex? You should be grateful that I‟m helping you to get
your friend back and to destroy the military base.” said Jason. They walked to the shipping bay to
meet Jason‟s friends. “Well, where are they?” said Lizard-Alien.
“They‟re in the ship getting ready, they don‟t like doing this you know but they owe me one.” said
Jason. Then Alex stopped, Jason turned round to see what he was doing but he wasn‟t doing
anything. Jason walked to him, he looked into Lizard-Alien‟s eyes and to his surprise he saw Alex
when he was fifteen, fighting five kids and Alex‟s older brother Jack.
“Why are you staring into my eyes for you freak?!” said Alex all of a sudden. Jason looked away
and said “I wasn‟t looking in your eyes.” He quickly looked again but there wasn‟t anything there.
They got to the ship; it was big, it had guns at the front with missiles, it was black, everything
with this guy was black. They walked in the space ship; there were some flight suits and doors in
the hallway. Jason said “These are the bedrooms ok?” “Yep.” said Lizard-Alien. Jason walked on
till they got to the training room and in the training room there were target dummies, monkey bars
and a hand to hand combat area. There was a woman; she looked like she was in her twenties, she
had red hair and she was wearing army boots with camo trousers and a white vest. She was holding
a sniper rifle in her hands and shooting the target dummies, she kep t getting head shots. Jason said
“Wow, you‟re good!” Lizard-Alien laughed and said “Yeah probably cause they‟re not moving.”
She turned around and smiled at Jason, walked to him and gave him a hug. Lizard-Alien looked at
her; he noticed that she has green eyes and red lips.
She let go of Jason and looked at Lizard-Alien and said “Wow Jason you caught him! I thought he
would kill you. This is good, we can get the things we want.”
Lizard-Alien stuck his middle finger up at her and smiled. “You don‟t get the right to stick your
fingers up at me prisoner, tell him Jason!” said the red haired woman.
“He‟s not a prisoner, I‟m helping him to get his friend back.” said Jason.
“Why are you helping him??”
Lizard-Alien interrupted, “What‟s your name?” The red haired woman looked at him, Jason said
“It‟s Sarah.”
“Don‟t tell him my name!!” said Sarah angrily.
“My name is Alex and you are going to help me find my friend because if you don‟t, I‟ll just kill
you and sell your body to the butchers round here. I might get a thousand pounds for a human body,
especially a woman‟s.” said Alex.
“Ok, err Sarah? Just help him, trust me he just wants his friend back safe and sound then he will
go with us.” Whispered Jason. Sarah looked at him and said “Fine, but the others won‟t like this.”
After 5 minutes of them trying, the others agreed to help. “Alex this is John, he is my little brother
he‟s about your age.” John stood up, he was wearing the same clothes as Jason but he didn‟t have
any hair on his face; he had one scar going across his mouth and he had shaved hair too.
John gave Lizard-Alien a white vest while shaking his hand; next to John there was another
woman and Lizard-Alien said “Let me guess, she‟s your little sister Sarah?”
“Her? She is nowhere near related to me! If she was I‟d kill myself!” said Sarah nastily. “You
don‟t need to be horrible to her, she‟s done nothing to you.” said Jason
“Why do you always stick up for her?? She has no training what so ever and it‟s worse that I even
have to share a room with her!” Shouted Sarah then she walked off. “She‟s new Alex, her name is
Joey.” said Jason.

Lizard-Alien walked to Joey and put his hand out to offer a handshake and she smiled and shook
it. Joey had black long hair, she was older then John by four years. She had blue eyes and red rose
colour lips, she was pale white like Alex. She had no muscle like the rest, she wasn‟t even fat, she
was skinny like the rest of them. She seemed to be wearing white and black trainers, blue jeans with
some holes in and she had a blue jacket fastened up so no one could see what top she‟s wearing.
Lizard-Alien stopped shaking Joey‟s hand, put on his vest, walked to the hallway and grabbed a
flight jacket. It was made out of brown leather, before he put it on he noticed it had a name tag
saying it belonged to John. Lizard-Alien didn‟t care who it belonged too, so he just took it; when he
was about to walk off, some sunglasses caught his eye on a desk. He picked them up and put them
in his jacket pocket. John walked in the hallway with Joey and saw Lizard-Alien wearing his jacket
and said “HEY, that‟s my jacket!” John went to grab Lizard-Alien by the neck but Lizard-Alien
grabbed John‟s arm and twisted it behind his back and said “If you try that again, I will rip your arm
off then I‟ll shove it down your throat. OK?”
“Yeah just let my arm go.” Squealed John then Lizard-Alien let him go.
10 hours later …
The planet was dark and it was very quiet, not a sound could be heard. “For god‟s sake.” said John
“For god‟s sake, is there even a base here?? We been walking for hours!”
Jason went to him and whispered, “Shut up you idiot! They will hear us.” Lizard-alien walked to
Jason and said “The base is right there.” he pointed at two trees, behind them they could see the
base. “Ok Joey, you and Sarah go on top of these trees to protect us if there's any trouble.”
“Ok.” said Joey as she started to climb.
“Right, Alex you came with me. John you can come too, we need the explosives to destroy the
base.” Lizard-Alien grabbed Jason and John and then ran dead fast past all of the guards in the
building. Lizard-Alien dropped off John then he ran to plant the C4 on the walls. Lizard-Alien and
Jason got to the prison cells and stopped, Jason said “Right, which one is she in?” he turned to face
Lizard-Alien and saw that he was already talking to Lea. She was wearing a vest and shorts.
“How did you find her?” said Jason. Lizard-Alien turned and said with a tear in his eye “I didn't
find her - she's a god damn clone!” he picked up clone Lea and threw her through the walls, then he
fell to his knees and started to cry. Jason walked to Lizard-Alien and put his hand on his shoulder
and said “I'm so sorry Alex for you loss.” Lizard-Alien got up and shouted “They're going to be
SORRY!”
Suddenly the alarm went off and the next thing they knew, there were clones of Lea everywhere.
They all had red eyes and they all started to lick their lips; as if there was a nice cooked dinner in
front of them.

Chapter 10: The Great Pain
Jason got his hand guns out ready to shoot, Lizard-Alien started to cry again saying “NO! NO!
F**KING NO!” Then they heard walking in the distance, Lizard-Alien turned and saw the four
armed alien laughing.
“Well my friend, it looks like your little friend has joined our team. It was nice of her t o give us a
hand - well not just her hand – quite real, isn‟t it?” The alien turned and started to walk away.
Lizard-Alien cried “Lea!! I am going to avenge your death and I‟ll give you a proper funeral!”
The clones started to get closer and closer, Jason started to shoot them in the head while LizardAlien just stood there and did nothing; the clones just kept coming closer, Jason stopped and said
“Well this is how I'm going to die then? Being ripped apart by clones.”
“No one else is going to die by the human army.” said Lizard-Alien seriously, he started to run to
the clones and started to beat them up as if they were nothing to him.
Jason started to run after him but a clone grabbed Jason and threw him out of the window he
landed on top of a rooftop with a thump and started to roll. Then he crashed into the air conditioning.
He slowly started to get up, he could see the clones climbing out through the window; letting

nothing stopping them from eating their dinner. Then Jason heard gun shots and one of the clones
fell on the ground, he smiled and said “Thanks Joey and Sarah.“
He started to shoot them but they just kept on pouring through the window. Lizard-Alien stopped
for a second and saw one of the clones eating a human soldier, as it did the clone started to grow
bigger! Lizard-Alien shouted “Hey!” The clone stopped and turned to face Lizard-Alien. It had guts
in its mouth with lots of blood all over its clothes and face. It was about the same size as LizardAlien. It started to growl then suddenly it ran towards him. Lizard-Alien grabbed the clone by its
throat and said “Sorry.” and ripped her head off. The body dropped on the floor; blood going
everywhere, Lizard-Alien dropped the head on the ground then he heard something far in the
distance - it was the scream of a little girl.
He ran down the corridor and heard a pop sound, then he started to feel weak, he stopped and
looked around .Then out of the corner of his eye he saw the four armed alien and behind him was a
dark corridor. “Well Alex, are you here to die again?”
“What the hell does that mean?!” shouted Lizard-Alien, the four armed alien laughed and said “So
you don‟t remember then, that's good because you will never know who you were before all of this
and you are going to die again in this base.”
As he said that the dark corridor lit up with hundreds of red eyes, the eyes started to walk closer to
him, Lizard-Alien was shocked to see who the red eyes belonged to. As they came out of the dark
he saw boys; all about his age, wearing white vests and shorts, they all had blue eyes and brown hair.
Lizard-Alien said in shock, “They're me, all of them are me, why are all of them me, who the hell
am I!?”
“What a shame you won‟t find out because you are going to kill yourself anyway. Once the army
got you perfect they just made more of them and this time they‟re under their control unlike you.
You have free-will and nobody likes a prototype anyway, they are crap.” said the four armed alien
smugly.
“The best thing is they don't become weak against EMPs like you, now Lizard-Aliens - kill Alex
now!” shouted the four armed alien. One by one they came and upper cut Alex, one grabbed him by
the neck and threw him in the air; then another one jumped high to get to Alex who was still in midair and stamped on his chest so he went flying down to the ground like a comet. His whole body
went through the floor; he kept on going through every floor in the base then as he hit the bottom
the ground cracked around him. Alex started to cough out blood, he rolled over trying to get up off
his back; he had blood dripping down from his back, his vest and jacket had been ripped and he had
five broken ribs. When he got up he heard a sound coming from the left. He looked over in that
direction and saw clones of himself, they all smiled and Alex shouted out, “Come on, I‟ll take you
all on!” they all laughed then ran at him. Alex ran towards them he clenched his fists, ready to do
some real damage.
He got close to one clone and smacked him across his face, the clones head came off completely.
They all stopped and looked at the dead clone then looked at Alex. Alex smiled and said “Who‟s
sh*ting their pants now?” then he ran towards them, again the clones jumped out of the way but
they were too slow. Alex grabbed one of the clone‟s feet and smashed him to the ground; when the
other clones landed from the window, Alex used the clone in his hand like a sword; they all went
flying with blood coming out of their mouths. One of the clones tried to grab Alex from behind;
Alex ripped off the leg of the clone he‟d been using as a sword and stabbed the other clone with it.
The clone dropped on the floor, Alex looked behind him and saw all of the clones lying on the floor
bleeding to death; some of them had their face smashed in and he said “Well it looks like the
prototype is the best type then.”
He heard Jason shooting and could hear him saying he was running out of ammo. Alex jumped
through the ceilings and smashed through the roof where Jason was, he landed right next to him and
said “Do you need a hand?” Jason turned and grunted “About time! Me, Joey and Sarah are running
out of ammunition and every time we shoot them they just heal.”
“Don't worry, leave it to me.” Alex ran dead fast, so everyone seemed to be going very slow, he
ripped out all of the Lea clone‟s spines and said to Jason, “Shoot them now in the head!” so Jason,

Joey and Sarah started to shoot the clones.

Chapter 11: Sweet Revenge
All of the Lea clones had died and Alex asked Jason “Have you heard from John?”
“No, the last time I heard from him was when he said there was so many red eyes around and
there was an alien with four arms... then all I heard after that was static.”
Alex said “I'll go and find him; also that alien and I have personal business - so where are we
supposed to put the C4?”
“In the cloning room it‟s just on the third floor.” Alex nodded and ran to the location. When he got
there were bullets in the walls there and burnt marks where a grenade must‟ve gone off. The lights
kept on flickering and some of them were just dangling wires; Alex walked through the room and
something caught his eye - there were lots of blood but no bodies anywhere. Alex kept on walking
and saw John‟s body holding on to the detonator.
Alex walked to the body, kneeled down and said “Rest in peace.” Alex was about to pick up the
detonator when John‟s hand suddenly grabbed him and he said “Alex...the four …four arm alien put
some stuff in h..h..him, then he grew very big and he was blood thirsty....he grabbed the...the solders
like they was nothing and bit their necks and ripped them right off; the alien was drinking their
blood like it hasn't had a drink for 10 days..I was shocked, I couldn't do nothing.” Then John started
to cry and said “Alex do me a favour; kill that son of a bi....” then John slowly closed his eyes. Alex
said “I will.” he got off his knees and as he did he heard a laugh coming from behind him. Alex
turned round and saw the four arm alien and it said “Did you know, Alex, drinking your friends
blood was so much fun but I don't think I hurt you as much. So I'm going to tell you some good
news, your friend Lea is still alive – she‟s right above us in a cage and now it‟s time for the bad
news. When I beat you, when you can't walk, I‟ll drink her blood right in front of your face. Then
when I finish with her I'm going to do it to you!”
“You‟re a bit cocky for a fat man aren‟t you? I got good news for you too - I'm going to rip your
head off and piss down your throat - then you will have plenty to drink!!” They ran towards each
other, anger burning inside Alex.
The alien went to punch Alex in his face but Alex grabbed his hand, broke it and threw the alien
over his shoulder. It went flying and crashed into the wall, the alien got up and showed Alex that his
hand was healing. The alien clapped his hands together and the little robots in his hands made an
EMP blast which made Alex weak and sent him flying through the air till he hit the ground. Alex
quickly got on his feet; he felt a bit weak but strong enough to kill the alien, the n Alex had a flash
back - he remembered the mutant hand, the healing abilities, he remembered killing him by ripping
his spine out. Shaking his head in confusion, Alex shouted out “Hey, come and get me or are you
just a big fat chicken??”
The alien ran at him, Alex jumped over his head but the alien grabbed his foot and threw him into
a wall. Alex fell to the ground and started to feel weaker; Alex heard a beeping sound next to his
head, he looked and saw it was one of the sticks of C4. Alex grabbed it and looked at John‟s body
were the detonator lay.
Alex ran to the body, the alien went to grab Alex‟s legs but Alex dived over his hands and landed
next to John's body, he quickly got the detonator and put it in his pocket. The alien grabbed Alex, bit
him and started to drink his blood; Alex screamed in pain, through his screams he heard Jason from
behind shooting the alien; the bullets kept on hitting the alien but it just kept on healing. Jason
threw a sticky grenade; it landed on the alien‟s spine and blew up.
The alien stopped drinking Alex's blood and fell to the ground with and big hole in its back, Alex
went on his knees as the bite mark started to heal over. Jason ran to Alex and asked “Are you ok?”
“Yeah, I'm fine. Lea is in that cage up there go and get her. Take Joey and Sarah with you, I got to
kill this thing.” whispered Alex.
As Alex got up from his knees, the alien got back up too. “RUN!” shouted Alex. Jason and Joey

started to run but Sarah went towards the four armed alien to look at its back but when she got close,
the alien grabbed her by her throat. The alien dislocated its jaw and bit her head off in one, the alien
smiled at Alex and Alex, trying to hide how angry he was just said “Oh well, didn‟t like her any
way.” The alien roared and started to run at him, Alex ran as well; the alien went for Alex's legs but
Alex did a front flip and put his hand right through the alien‟s skull before landing.
Jason got to the control panel; as he was about to press a button a clone of Lea grabbed him from
behind and threw him at Joey. They both went on the floor, Jason was knocked out but Joey slowly
got to her feet; she looked at the clone and saw that it had blood dripping down its mouth, then it
started to lick its lips.
Joey went to run to Jason but the clone cut her off from him, she went to punch the clone but the
clone dodged it, grabbed her arm and bit her. Joey screamed, she managed to poke the clone in the
eye and the clone threw her. Joey went flying; she hit the wall and fell to the ground. The clone was
walking slowly towards her, Joey looked up and she could see a long metal pole hanging off the
roof. The clone started to speed up, Joey put her hand out and the metal pole started to move. When
the clone got close to Joey the metal pole flew into the clone‟s head and stayed there. The clone
started walking backwards away from her; then Joey got up leaning against the wall and pushed her
hand towards the clone then the clone swooped off its feet and went flying into electrical wires. The
clone landed right in the middle and got the biggest shock of its life. Joey looked over towards
Jason and saw he was on his feet getting Lea out of the cage.
“Alex we got Lea but she's a bit weak!” shouted Jason.
“Ok, now take her to the ship and if I'm not there in 10 minutes go without me!” Alex shouted
back. The alien went for another charge at Alex but Alex jumped on his shoulders and started to
punch the aliens head in even more, after a couple of minutes the alien couldn't see; Alex grabbed
the alien‟s shoulder and flipped over its head, by doing that the alien went flying in the air then
suddenly everything went into slow motion. Alex thought to himself, “That's enough time for them;
they should be at the ship by now, so that means I can finish this.”
Suddenly, Alex felt sharp, shooting pains in his back, like something was cutting through his skin.
He saw the Alien get to its feet and he jumped towards Alex. Spikes came out of Alex‟s back; they
were at least 10 inches long and very sharp. Alex growled at the pain and the shock but he thought
fast; he threw himself into the air towards the alien, curled into a ball and started to spin. He was
going faster and faster, as he got close to the Aliens chest he went right through him. The alien had a
big hole through his chest and through to his back, leaving a gaping hole where the spine should‟ve
been.
The alien landed with a thump on the ground, Alex landed at the same time and put his hand in his
pocket, he got out the detonator and said “I told you I was going to kill you.” Alex flicked the
switch and then a red light started flashing on all of the C4 - there was a red flash coming from the
Alien's head.
“You won‟t see the last of me.” said the alien trying to laugh, Alex replied “I don't really care, if it
means I can kick your ass a million times then I will and I will win every match.”
The C4 started to count down from 10 seconds 9, 8, 7,6,5,4... Alex ran as fast as he could away
from the alien lying broken on the floor, 3, 2, 1 and then the beeps stopped. The alien said “That
was c...” but before he could finish the military base blew up, it was like bonfire night.
“No, we got to go back, the base hasn‟t blown up yet!!” cried Lea, she started to run back to the
base, Jason ran after and when he got close to her, he picked her up and carried her back to the ship.
“Joey strap her in will you??” he grunted as Lea wriggled in his arms.
Joey got hold of Lea who was crying her eyes out and put her on the seat, she said “Don't worry
he will be ok, I promise.”
Lea nodded to Joey. Joey finished strapping her in and then the ship started to take off. Lea looked
out of the window and saw the base blow up and she screamed “ALEX!!!”
“Yes?” said a calm voice from behind her. She turned around and saw Alex standing t here smiling
with his arms out open. Lea smiled, unstrapped herself and ran to Alex; Alex went on one knee
while Lea was running to him and she gave him a big hug and said “I knew that you would come
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